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THE TDffttE ASSOCIATION (lNDlA)

GMTA EXAMINATION 2021

Section-B: Paper B-1

Yarn Manufacture
Marks:100 Time: 2.00 Pm to 5.00 Pm

lnstructions:
1. Attempt any SIX questions of which Q.1 is compulsory.

2. Answer each next questions on next page.

3. Figures to the right indicates full marks.

4. lllustrate your answers with neat sketches & flow charts wherever necessary.

5. Use of non-programmable electronic pocket calculator is permissible.

6. Mobile and any other communication devices are not allowed in the Examination Hall.

7. Assume suitable data wherever necessary.
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Explain the following terms 10

l.Fiber Quality inder with Formulae

2. Cleaning Efficiency and CV percentage in Blow room

3. Actual and Mechanical Draft on Card

4. Breaker and Finisher sliver in Draw frame
5. False Twister in Speed frame
Answer the following: 10

1. Define Ginning and Explain Knife roller gin with a sketch.

2. Explain the Baling Process and Grading of Cotton.

State the objectives of Blow Room and also mention openers and beaters 08

in Modern Blow Room line.
lf the Lap Weight is 20 Kgs and Length is 50 Meters, find hank of lap in Ne 08

and KTex.

Write the Main objectives of Carding and explain the passage of material OB

through Carding with a line diagram.

Explain the important Settings in Carding and gauges used for card 08

settings
State the principles of Draw frame. Explain the Drafting system on draw 08

frame with a neat sketch.
State the Modern Developments made on Draw frame 08

Write the Objectives of Comber and Explain the Terms Fractionating 08

Efficien,-y and NEP Removal Efficiency in Comber
Find the Noil Extracted in Comber in Percentage if the lap fed is 560 08

grains/yard and sliver delivered is 490 grains/yard
Explain the Principle of Twisting and Winding in Speed frame 08

Explain the various change points in Speed frame and state their 08

importance
Explain the types of Built in Ring frame and how they are formed. 08
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b Find the count of yarn in Ne and Tex if roving fed is 1.8 Ne and draft given Og
is 25 in Ring frame

a Explain the objects of Doubling and how balanced double yarn is og
produced in doubling machine

b Define open end spinning. write a note on ,classification of open-end og
Spinning Machine'.
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